
The Kennel Barn
User’s Manual

KENNEL STORE

SAFETY GUIDE
WARNING - Before using, read these user's manuals of this product to ensure correct usage through
understanding. After reading, store them in a safe place for future reference. Incorrect handling of this product
could possibly result in personal injury or physical damage. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for any
damage caused by mishandling that is beyond normal usage defined in these manuals of this product.

You will be using sharp tools. Always use personal protective equipment such as gloves and safety glasses
to avoid the risk of injury.
Make sure the floor you step on is dry, free from any liquids such as oil and water when assembling
this product. Use anti-slip shoes to avoid falling due to slips.
Make sure there is adequate lighting when doing the assembly. When assembling keep it away from children
and pets.

Not included in the item package.
Safety Gloves and Safety Shoes
Electrical Hand Drill

EQUIPMENT FOR ASSEMBLE

It is recommended that you have
knowledge of assembly are helpfull.

SAFETY PRECAUTION
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E-Mail : k9kennelsstore@gmail.com



Parts List
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E

F

G

H

I

J

K

Left Steel Panel

Rear Steel Panel

Right Steel Panel

Floor

Support Feet

Left Panel

Back Panel

Right Panel

Front Panel

Roof

Ramp
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Connect the sides of parts A and C so that they form an angle of 90 degrees, insert the metal hinge center in
the hinge hole provided. Do the same thing between parts B and C so that they form like the letter U.

A

B1
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Assembling Instruction
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D

Place the D section on the footing that has been formed following the corners. After that put part E as a
support.

E

E

D

support.

E

E
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Assembling Instruction
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F

Insert the two legs F
into the hollow foot

of part A

Insert the two legs G
into the hollow foot

of part B

3

45

6

Insert the two legs G
into the hollow foot

of part B
G

5

H

Insert the two legs H
into the hollow foot

of part C

Position the I section into the holder on
part H and F, push it down until it touches

the bottom.

I

H

F

Put the metal hinge center
in the hinge hole that meets
the F-G-H hinge hole.

123

How to open the door



Assembling Instruction
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7

J Parts (Roof) consist of 2 piece of left & right
roof. Add punch to the socket hole that
available on each parts to assemble it

together.

8

Attach bolt to every hole that
connected side legs and
base parts in four edge.

9

Install the bolts and
nuts according
to their size.



Assembling Instruction
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J

Put the J section which is the roof. Attach the
bolts to the four corners.

Bolt

K

D

Put the K section which is the footing for your pet
to be able to climb the kennel. Install the bolts
in the two holes provided for the handle.

11

~ THANK YOU ~
The Kennel Barn is ready to use.


